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An Introduction To The UNFAIR Advantages Of Online Dating Over Clubs, Bars 

And Streets…And How To Meet Women Online 
Do you feel that there just isn't enough TIME in your day to be able to meet women?  

Maybe you have a full-time job and work 40 or more hours per week, or maybe you need to 

study your but off and still pay the rent afterwards…and you FEAR it's eating away your 

"women & dating time" because you're tired as hell when you get home...WAY too tired to 

meet women...and you just wanna drink beer and eat pizza 'til bedtime. 

 Hey, I've been there you know: the times where you really want and NEED to meet and date 

some ladies because you've been single for I don't know HOW long…and then that 

soulsucking job or school snatched the energy and motivation right out of you. 

 And have you ever felt that you live somewhere in a way too small town, a crappy village or 

worse: the countryside or a small *ss island where there don't seem to be any hot women 

around?  

Or do you feel there are so MUCH people in your city that everyone is way too anonymous 

because you simply don't know where to find women? Hey..New York City is one of the cities 

with the highest percentage of singles, did you know that? 

 Well, guess what? 

 You can kiss all of it goodbye when you start to meet women online, because of the 

overlooked secrets of online dating: 

 1. It's The Only Place Where You Can Meet Women 24/7… 

Sooner or later, it's closing time for the clubs and bars…but not with meeting women online: 

the internet is up 24 hours a day, which means your profile is visible 24 hours a day..and 

THAT means women can message you, OR, reply to your messages 24 hours a day! 

And try finding 100 hot women in one place on the street, in stores and so on at 6 in the 

morning, or in the middle of the night. IMPOSSIBLE. But online, there are thousands and 

thousands of amazingly beautiful women to be found PER site, whenever you would like 

to…which means you can also meet MORE women online than anywhere else! 
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2. When Meeting Women Online, It Doesn't Matter If You're Busy… 

As soon as you hook yourself up with a great profile, it's still gonna be there when you get to 

work or school...or when you're AT work or school. Same goes for sending messages: as soon 

as you log off your profile, the messages were still sent.  

 Do you understand what this means? It means that if you're busy, women can still be busy 

messaging YOU back..so you can work and meet women at the same time, while physically  

that's a no no. 

3. On The Web, It Doesn't Matter Where You Live Or Where SHE Lives… 

Say you live in the tiniest village near New York, doesn't matter…because you can meet 

women from New York, Chicago, Houston, San Fransisco or wherever if you'd like to 

WITHOUT ever leaving the comfort of your own home to be there. Try doing that OFFLINE.  

 What's more, online you can meet and date girls from Chicago, New York AND San Fransisco 

all AT THE SAME TIME… while cloning technology isn't advanced enough to enable you to 

physically be in 3 cities at once, know what I mean? 

 4. Thanks To The Internet, You Can Meet Someone Before You're There… 

When you're going on vacation, to another city for the weekend or wanna travel 

around…you're under pressure when you want to get to know some ladies.  

Sure, once you're there you can always meet a girl in a club, bar, on the street or at a 

party..but the problem comes after it: not having enough time to see her again, especially 

when you're only there for a weekend or a week.. 

 And that's where the magic happens: online, you can start messaging women that are 

FROM the place you're going to, create attraction and amplify it all the way up, so you can 

go on a date with them almost directly after your plane hits the ground! 

 Did I get your attention there buddy? Yeah? GREAT! Because the vast majority of men 

simply IGNORE online dating because they think it’s cheezy, and now YOU’RE one of the few 
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that know better..and since I got your interest by the balls just now, I want to tell you more 

about how to meet women online… 

Start Meeting Girls Online With A Profile That Grabs Their Attention 
By The Throat, And Seduces Them Before You Even Said A Word..  
 

Here's the story: I’ve been meeting and dating women on about 11 Dutch social networking 
sites in total, and it didn’t take long before I realized that…ALL social networking sites have 
almost ALL profile areas in common. There may be an additional area here or another one 
there that you can focus on once you're able to achieve consistent success online...but 
kicking ass with 9 out of 10 areas right now will give you luxury problems like not knowing 
when to date what woman! 
 
Funny thing is: NO ONE uses all of the areas that are available to them when they try to pick 
up girls online, and the result? Maybe doing your photos right, but screwing EVERYTHING up 
with your lame description, interests etc. And let’s face it men…if you don’t do anything with 
the areas that’s there anyway, then you’re WASTING space if you don’t use it. 
 
Which areas am I talking about here? Photos, descriptions, comments, interests, groups, 
friends, media and design..use them ALL when you want to pick up girls online and get 
amazing results in a heartbeat…like I did! 
 
So listen up as I’m about to share with you how to meet women online again, and again..and 
again..thanks to these kick-ass profile writing secrets. 
 
1. Photos - she'll look at your photos FIRST, because a picture will tell her so much more 
then just some words..plus it tells her if you're cute or not. You can use them to let her 
know: she has competition (photos of you & other women), that you are a REAL guy and not 
some guy who's trying to be smooth (photos of you & family or friends), that you have a 
sense of class & style (your wardrobe and the people you hang out with on your photos, 
etc.), and more…see my other topic in this board for some more world-class tips. 
 
Things to do: 

- Be a people’s person on your photos (have some photos with friends, family & 
women) 

- Smile, don’t wear the same kind of clothes in every pic, do some interesting places 
(you on vacation in… photos for example) 
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- Show your passion and talents (if you love icehockey for example, use a photo of YOU 
doing it)  

 
2. Descriptions - the area where you can talk freely about yourself, women watch HOW you 
talk about closely to find out who you are: it shows them if you're confident, if you're 
exciting or just some boring guy, if you're attractive or...a total wussy or a needy guy, etc. 
From your descriptions she can tell whether or not you have standards and an exciting life 
she would like to join..and thus Descriptions ranks in the Top 3 of “things you MUST do 
right” in the how to meet women online department. 
 
Things to do: 

- Don’t be boring…and use humor in your descriptions, use some emoticons and 
EMPHASIZE some words to give them more emotional IMPACT 

- Tell about crazy experiences, wild adventures or your greatest passions and talk 
about it VIVIDLY: no I went to A, B and C but sensory details (how the setting smelled, 
sounded, felt, the colors and shapes) and emotional drama (how did you feel: 
anxious, happy, sad, enthusiastic, delighted, in love, etc.) 

- Show some standards: make fun of outrageous types of women you don’t like (for 
example pervy chicks surfing the internet looking for dudes to take advantage of) 

 
3. Comments - this is the area where a woman can see how OTHER people talk about you, 
which tells her if you're a social guy who's comfortable around women (and not some 
nervous introvert), whether she has competition (making her jealous and want to fight for 
you), if you have fun and an exciting life and so forth. 
 
Things to do: 

- Women receive 30-50 messages from men PER DAY, but only a handful of comments 
per week…so don’t hesitate to approach them with comments if you want to meet 
women online 

- Let other women happily chat away in your comments and do the same in their 
comments: it lets other women know they ahve competition and that you’re a 
desirable man..  

 
4. Interests - what you like and dislike, it's the standard yes/no kinda questions on your 
profile...which she'll have a look at to see if you have things in common. But there are cool 
things you can do with interests to create massive amounts of curiosity and attraction.. 
 
Things to do: 
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Don’t be a good boy and fill in everything with boring crap, use humor like this…Hobbies: 
baseball, going out, crocodile wrestling, movies  
 
5. Groups - social networks have all kinds of groups (like the "Asian corner" and the "latino 
pride" or whatever), and being a member not only allows you to talk to a woman easier (by 
talking about a common interest - the group you two are in) and there are many other ways 
too: forums, blogs of someone else (or yourself), etc. 
 
Things to do:  

- There are groups for schools, work and cities…join them so you can easily approach 
women that are also members of that group (connecting with them will be easier 
because you have a history in common: “hey you went to Manhattan High School 
too? What class were you in again?” And blabla) 

- Join groups of your hobbies, likes, passions and activities…because having fun 
conversations with women who SHARE your passions is so easy a baby can do it (if 
you love baseball and she does too, sharing this common interest is a natural thing to 
do) 

 
6. How To Meet Women Online With Your Friends - friends can tell a lot about a guy...how 
open minded he is (does the NYC guy only know New Yorkers or other people too? do you 
have black, latino or whatever nationality friends too?) and being open minded equals 
spontaneity, which women love..if you have female friends you can use that to let a woman 
know you have options, to create jealousy, competition...and there's lots more!  
 
Things to do: 

- Let them know you’re a confident, open minded and desirable man…and have some 
female friends to create jealousy, have friends from all walks of life to show that 
you’ve been to places and are a REALLY social guy (this is social proof: that you have a 
life and you’re comfortable around other people, and women) 

- The girl you sent a message has female friends you probably wouldn’t find on your 
own…so why not message them too? Her male friends (and yours too) also know 
women you won’t find, why not message them too? 

 
7. Media - sure you can put music or videos of Mortal Kombat, Star Wars, bloody violence 
and death metal bands on your profile...but the fact of the matter is: that's not what 
compells most women to find out more about you...but outrageous videos do, funny videos 
do, r&b music does..etc. 
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Things to do: 
- Show a hottie that you’re a trendy guy who stays current, that you know what 

women like and that you have good taste…and include some r&b, soul or nice & slow 
pop on your profile playlist 

- Don’t be afraid to show your sense of humor: include a funny video, a piece of a 
comedian’s show (Jeff Dunham for example is very popular these days) 

 
8. Design - women like a man with a sense of style, with good taste..and a profile that looks 
better than just plain black & white simply compells women LESS than a profile with a cool 
background, a nice design, etc. 
 
Things to do: 

- Use contrasting colors to make sure women can read EVERYTHING you have to say 
(plus, don’t overdo the happy happy factor with bright yellow OR the I’m as 
despressed as people can get look with grey and black) 

- Before signing up, choose a name that SAYS something compelling about you: not 
Brad10456, but if you love surfing waveswarriorbrad, not Timabcd but if you’re a 
lumberjack champchoppertim…it sparks curiosity and shows your talents (which is 
attractive)  

 
Now you have have an entire ARSENAL of powerful techniques for meeting women online 

with your profile at your disposal, it’s time to start USING it my friend. 

 

And if you want to discover ALL of my amazing profile secrets that you can use to break 

hearts almost overnight and CRUSH all your rivals without a single touch...until no man 

wants to let women know he lives in the same location as you are living in, because he 

simply DOESN’T stand a chance with his profile..then check out my online dating course, the 

Online Mentorship Program. 

 

It’s a step-by-step guide that teaches you how to meet women online with field-tested 

tactics that can STOP you from feeling all alone, and get you a date with beautiful, intelligent 

and attractive women over, and over..and over again..without leaving your house! 
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A Closer Look At Meeting Women With Your Profile: Why Jealousy Can Let 
Your Friends List Do All The Work FOR You 

 
Now that we’ve taken a look at how profiles work in general, let’s grab an area and put it on 
the spotlight: the Friends on your profile. 
 
Let me ask you something here… 
 
How long would it take for you to IM with or call all your friends…one after the other? 
Probably AGES, right? And it's one of the major reasons for social networks existing: being 
able to quickly hook up with your friends, see how they've been, and see what they're up to 
right now with their dirty little minds. Especially for those with a very busy lifestyle (or 
people who are lazy like no other), networks like MySpace, Facebook, Friendster, Orkut and 
others come in real handy for friends.  
 
The logical result: having a list of Friends on your profile. But did you know that such a list 
can both AID…and DESTROY the attraction you create with women? So how can you use 
your profile's Friends to your advantage?  
 
Use what I call the "Jealousy Factor" if you REALLY want to know how to meet women 
online. 
 
A little lesson in psychology here. Say you're standing in a room and you see a guy standing 
in the left corner with lots and lots of people around him…and then there's the other dude in 
the right corner with only two individuals around him..guess to which guy you'll go? 
 
The one with all the people around him, because psychologically we ASSUME he must be 
more fun to be around, popular, and very social…because if all those people are enjoying his 
company? Then he must be good for something…and we'll ignore the other dude. Now what 
if you're a woman…then YOU want what everybody else wants, and I am...off course…talking 
about JEALOUSY here.  
 
If you're wanted by other women, not only does she know that you know how to 
communicate with women and how to be around them..but a woman will also know she has 
COMPETITION: she'll have to fight for you to get you..and you'll be more of a PRIZE then 
guys she can "conquer" in a heartbeat. 
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This is "dating economics" at work: if your supply is lower than women's demand, your value 
will go up! 
 
Now where does your list of Friends come in? 
will go up, through the ROOF even! Pretty simple: the more and the hotter the women you 
have as Friends on your profile, the more competition a woman will think she have…and it 
doesn't even matter if you're flirting with them or not… 
 
Why?  
 
Because women are very competitive: they constantly compare their looks, fashion, their 
friends..and even the quality of their lives with other women..and jealousy and envy are no  
exception, but common practice..and if you have a number of hot women as a Friend on 
your Profile? She has a LOT to live up to! Do you understand what this means? That she will 
want you more because you're desired by a number of women, that you're a challenge 
(hard) to get and more…which creates gargantuan amounts of ATTRACTION.  
 
So by minding the people you become friends with, you can spark much more chemistry.. 
 
Here's a juicy secret: when you want to know how to meet women online, you gotta look 
around and PAY close attention, because sometimes..random women will send you a friend 
request without any reason and without you knowing them…because they're trying to win a 
popularity contest or whatever. Thought that was annoying? Well, think again buddy.. 
because if she's good looking? It's an easy way to create more competition for OTHER 
women! 
 
By now you must be thinking "Wow! Why did I never think of this stuff?" and feel an 
immediate urge to DOUBLE your Friends list by befriending as much insanely hot women as  
possible. WARNING: wrong move pal! If the vast majority of your Friends list consists of hot  
women, then you run the risk of making the ladies feel that you're out of their league (that 
DOES happen you know, women have insecurities too)  
 
Or worse…women who will land on your profile afterwards will start thinking you're trying to 
be smooth…that you're a player who's making moves on the internet..and there's pretty 
much nothing that KILLS the attraction quicker than her finding out you're a player.  
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Sure, women fall for bad boys…and yeah..women are secretly very attracted to ladiesmen 
because they know exactly how to seduce and please a woman..but there's a difference 
between creating competition for her and a bad boy image for yourself… 
 
And having a profile that is much like a GIGANTIC freeway billboard that says "Hey you! I am 
a player, talk to me and I'll use you for sex once, and hurt your feelings by never calling you 
again afterwards!" It's okay to give women some serious competition, but you're spoiling 
things for yourself when you have 993 hot female friends and only one man to make up for 
it. The best practice: maintain a 70% female rate within your Friends list..I found that it gives 
women a LOT of rivalry, without coming across like you're a little TOO smooth..  
 
I've discovered many other astonishing online Friends do's and don'ts that can either make 
you or break you, by testing what works and what doesn't for 5 years in a row because I 
 wanted to know how to meet women online just like you do now… 
 
And you can start using these proven methods for easily creating attraction TODAY..so you'll 
have a date by the end of the week, and another one next week, and another, and another! 
 
I've got hidden tactics for you that will have you meeting the hottest women on the net 
almost overnight thanks to a simple "visibility" secret that had them hiding from the world 
all along.. 
 
So you can forget about being lonely, because these tactics will bullcharge your confidence 
and make your hopeless competition envy you relentlessly because YOU are dating the 
women of THEIR dreams! 
   
And if you want to learn these insider strategies for meeting women online in a step-by-step 
way, then I highly recommend you see what my online dating course, the Online Mentorship 
Program, is all about.  
 
Inside, you’ll find everything a man should know about how to meet women online.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.win-with-women.com/
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How To Meet More Women Online Thanks To A Simple Change To Your 
Message Subject 
 
Most women receive DOZENS of messages a day…very attractive ones even a HUNDRED or 
more messages PER DAY in their profile inbox. After setting up that fake female profile, you 
now already know what 99% of those enormous amounts of messages are all about: things 
like the shallow "you're hot," the needy "you're gorgeous..so add me on 
blabla@whatever.com" or the overly nice one "I don't know if you think I'm your type, but I 
would like to do blabla for you or take you to blabla." 
 
I’ll leave my overly sarcastic analysis of those pathetic and half assed attempts of meeting 
women for the Message Content special, because here’s the thing… 
 
What do you see first, BEFORE you open up a new message? Think about it. Don’t worry, I’ll 
wait… 
 
It’s the SUBJECT of the message! 
 
Here’s the story: in marketing, they’ve done hours and hours of research on the effect of the 
headline of an advertisement versus the effect of the advertisement content…and what do 
you think was the result? Compelling headline, so subjects, INCREASED response with 10 to 
20%. 
 
Guess what subjects can do for YOU when you’re about to meet women online? If you know 
how to “sell” yourself and make up a compelling one, you can ALSO increase the response to 
your “ads”…your messages. 
 
The question then, off course, becomes…but how DO you make such a compelling subject? 
 
“Sucker” Subjects…Those That Will Definitely NOT Mean Success For You 
 
Next to the content of 99% of the messages being almost EXACTLY the same (just see your 
fake female profile OR read on…), guess what happens with the subjects of those messages?  
 
One of three very “unique” ones is used: no subject (never took the time), the greetings 
subject (hi, hello, hi there, etc.) and the cheezy subject. What’s a cheezy subject? A shallow 
compliment based on her looks (you’re beautiful), a joke (see below), an overly used quote 
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from a movie or song (“I’ll be back” or whatever) and pick up lines (heaven must be missing 
an angel).  
 
Here are some examples I took off a random female profile… 
 

- Subject: you are the perfect example of beauty 
- Subject: hello isabella 
- Subject: hi 
- Subject: HI HOW ARE YOU 
- Subject: 3 ducks walked into a bar... 
- Subject: Shame on you…(Your a theif.. you stole some stars from the night and made 

them your eyes) 
 
And blablabla…THAT is what a woman will literally think. Just imagine receiving 50 messages 
per day with 20 times being hello, 20 having no subject and 10 being cheezy…every day, 365 
days a year. 
 
How long would it take for you to NOT open the messages with those subjects anymore? 
My guess: you would stop within the first week = around 140 times hello, 140 times no 
subject and 70 times cheezy! 
 
How To Meet Women Online Lesson #1: Don’t use a simple greeting or a cheezy subject, 
You’ll get SKIPPED when she’s going through her inbox, it’s a sign of you NOT reading her 
profile and if you’re cheezy by being interested in her looks only and not who she is…you will 
turn her off BIG TIME. And oh yeah..even WORSE is NOT using a subject at all, no wait. I 
highly recommend you STOP using message subjects when you want to be single for the rest 
of your life and die a bitter, old, grumpy, little man. 
 
How To Meet Women Online Lesson #2: The “Language Barrier” 
You may think you’ll get her attention by turning on your Caps Lock and WRITING 
EVERYTHING IN BIG LETTERS, but to her? She’ll think: you’re needy for a conversation with a 
woman, that you’re an attention whore AND she’ll be annoyed because she has to read 
entire subjects or messages that use Caps Lock. 
It get’s worse…you may think talking slang like 2night, l8, well hello thur, how r u and so on 
are cool…but the only women you’ll attract with those are women with dyslexia or women 
who think they need to be “ghetto” to earn a living or live their lives.  
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Next to this, Women who aren’t hip to the whole Instant Messenger hype where late 
becomes l8 and today becomes 2day, and there are lots of attractive ones in this category, 
will have a hard time reading your stuff.  
 
Whatever’s the case, you’re narrowing down the odds of attracting a cute little lady 
IMMENSELY…as it has been proven that spelling mistakes guys make annoy women.  
 
Why? “If he can’t even spell right, and that during the first time he’s trying to contact 
me…WHAT ELSE will he do wrong or go wrong with him, my god…” need I say more? That 
isn’t something you want them to think.  
 
So check spelling, make sure the caps lock is off and one more thing: punctuation like three 
times the ? or ! will make you come across like you’re getting overly excited OR are needy 
for attention in much the same way the Caps Lock does that for you… 
 
Clues For Doing The Right Thing 
 
So we now know women get annoyed by subjects that aren’t about them, subjects that are 
either predictable, lame, cheezy or boring, messages with no subject AT ALL, misspelled 
words and so forth…and since we now know the BAD, we can go the opposite way and do 
GOOD for ourselves. 
 
What women want in a subject (and in messages too by the way) is… 

- It has to be about THEM and not a shallow, cheezy or needy thing you can send to 
ANY woman  

- It has to get their ATTENTION…and stand out from the hundreds of hello’s, no 
subjects etc. 

 
There are some difficulties unique to writing subjects that we have to pay attention to while 
doing this though: subjects are always WAY shorter then messages, which means we need to 
give every word we use as much meaning as possible to be able to get her attention. 
 
And what’s a better way to get her attention then playfully TEASING her about who she is? 
This does both things at once for you AND it can be done in just a few words…resulting in 
just the unique subject you need for your message to stand out…which makes her OPEN IT. 
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Using Her Own Life “Against Her” 
 
I’ve already explained all the key features of sexual communication that will make her feel 
attracted to you, with one of them…the most FUN one…being to tease them.  
 
And here’s how to start meeting more women online: look at her profile and look for the 
first hobby or interest you can find or respond to…foods, sports, her idols, movies, TV 
shows, nothing’s safe. EVERYONE has things they love to do, see, hear, etc. but NO ONE 
wants to overdo it…since ADDICTIONS are mostly perceived to be a bad thing by society. 
Guess what you’re going to accuse them of?  
 
There’s her inbox with everybody saying hi, something cheesy, nothing at all in their 
subject…and there’s this stranger who’s playfully accusing her of being an addict of one of 
the things she loves to do most: “I can’t believe he’s saying that!” “Oh no he didn’t”, “How 
DARE he!” en “Just who in the hell does he think he is?” are the most common reactions to 
it…and they all make her open your message to find out just who in the hell dares to say 
that…and you’re IN! 
 
Here are some examples to show you what I mean… 
 
- She loves horses > SUBJECT: Heyyy…horse junkie :P  
- Her favorite food is pasta > SUBJECT: Heyyy…Italy freak :P  
- She just loves to play soccer > SUBJECT: Hi there…soccer mom :P  
- Her all-time favorite movie is Scarface ? SUBJECT: Hello…Montana maniac :P 
 
She’ll instantly know what you’re talking about and as you can see…all it takes is 3 to 4 
words. 
 
First you greet, then you mention her hobby or interest and then you give it the “addiction 
level status” using words such as: junkie, addict, freak, maniac, groupie, etc. and let her 
know it’s in the spirit of playfulness. The latter is done using the power of the emoticon…the 
:P. What does it stand for? Just type it in on MSN Messenger or Yahoo Messenger, look for it 
in your Hotmail emoticon options and you’ll see a face sticking his tongue out…there you go: 
a playful face.  
 
Be sure to be specific: everybody goes to clubs sometimes, everybody drinks sometimes, we 
all have ourselves a snack…so see if you can answer the question WHICH. Which club? Which 
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drink? Which snack, or which fast food chain? You get the idea…so be creative with it and 
have fun! 
 
But What If Her Profile Doesn’t Include Hobbies & Interests? 
 
Hey, it happens. Some women just made themselves a profile and didn’t got around to the 
interests and hobbies yet…some are just simply too lazy (or secretive) to fill them in, but you 
still want to send them a message with a compelling subject, right? 
 
There are ways of avoiding this “obstacle” though…and here are some things you should pay 
attention to when you happen to stumble across such a lazy or new chick: 
 

- Where is she from (internationally speaking)? If she’s originally from another 
country, you can bet your *ss on her still receiving messages in your own 
language…so talk to her in HER language using the following format: “Heyyy…miss 
Argentina :P” so greet..pause…miss –her country here-. I highly recommend you 
search on Google for a translator or go to www.freetranslation.com and see if her 
language is on there and TRANSLATE the greeting and the miss. An example with a 
Spanish woman from Spain would be “Holaaa…senorita España :P”. Who talks to her 
in her own language? NO ONE…so you instantly stand out, and the lesser known her 
country is? The better!  
 

- Where is she from (regionally speaking)? Different people have different habits, 
traditions, cultures and even dialects, right? Again, everybody’s riding in the normal 
way of your own language…while her school, city, region, state or whatever may 
have another dialect or habit. Why not Google for it quickly and use it to your 
advantage? Tease them with their own dialect or about food for example 
(“Heyyy…crappy Cajun cook :P”). Remember to be specific though. 

 
- What doesn’t add up on her profile? Think about everything that’s considered to be 

normal or more normal and then look at her profile: a dark brunette with REALLY 
light blue eyes? Blonde, blue eyes is normal…so maybe she’s an “Heyyy…miss 
undercover blonde :P.” If she’s rich but has piercing, tattoos or whatever all over the 
place? Rich maybe means spoiled, but definitely not street…so maybe she’s having an 
“Heyyy…miss identity crisis :P”. Best thing is…you’re also setting yourself up to 
explain and tease her more with what the subject is all about in the CONTENT of the 
message (tell her you noticed she has a lot of money but looks like a dirty, backstreet 
biker and that you call THAT an identity crisis for example).  

http://www.freetranslation.com/
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- What if her profile is “empty”? Sometimes you’ll have profiles that almost seem (or 

actually ARE) empty and the profile has one or more of the following: no interests & 
hobbies, no photos (or only one), no descriptions, no comments, and so forth. What 
to do in THAT case? ’Heyyy…empty profile girl :P’ and you explain it all and tease her 
with it in the content of your message. You can accuse her of being too dumb to 
understand what “save profile changes” and “a computer” means (use the “”, it’s 
funny and emphasizes your tease even more) and more in your message. Remember 
that nobody talks about and teases with the empty profile, so this is a perfect 
technique for the very new girls and very lazy girls with hardly any profile 
BUT…warning: being specific (and talking about her) as much as possible will always 
work better because it grabs her attention more and makes her curious to open your 
message more and she’ll do it faster that way…so use this one as a “last resort.”   

 
Here’s a juicy secret about how to meet women online: say, you send a message to a horse 
junkie on Day 1 and discover another horse junkie on Day 4…it would be a WASTE of time if 
you had to type in that ENTIRE subject again. So what you do is turn on Auto-Fill. With most 
computers this is already on, but what does it do? When there’s a “form” you can fill in (a 
text box which you can write whatever you want in), it will actually STORE what you type in 
that text box on your computer…and the next time you want to write a message in that 
same text box? You type in just a few letters of the subject you want to use AGAIN and the 
Auto-Fill function will give you options you can pick from, pick the old one you already used 
and you just saved yourself a LOT of time! Youtube is an example of a website that also 
works with auto-fill, just try to search for any given video and you’ll see what I mean… 
 
And if you want to know how you can jump up to the next level of messaging success by 

adding emoticons, intonation and pause to EVERY message you send…so you’ll have to beat 

women off of you with a stick just to catch your breath, then you should check out my 

Online Mentorship Program. 

 

It’s an online dating course I handcrafted over a course of 5 looong years, and which reveals 

how to meet women online with EIGHT ways to STEAL a woman’s game and use it “against” 

her in your messages to create HUGE amounts of soon to be irresistable attraction…and 

that’ll have you smoothly walking away from your computer with her phone number in your 

pocket and a smile on your face. 

  

http://www.win-with-women.com/
http://www.win-with-women.com/
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“Here’s A Simple Shortcut To Quick Online Dating Success On ANY Dating 
Site… OR ANY Social Networking Site …” 

You’re about to find out how me and my Online Dating Tips newsletter can GIVE YOU: 

 An online dating profile that makes women send YOU messages first week after week… 

after week 

 Photos that will almost immediately make women fall in love with you, whether you’re 

poor, short, below average looking and even if you don’t have ANY friends 

 The brutal truth of where to get a profile, of whether daing sites or social networking sites 

are better for meeting women online, and other insights that you simply WON’T discover 

ANYWHERE else 

 Techniques for creating attraction online that easily get phone numbers and dates FOR 

YOU 

 Conversational mastery online, because you’ll easily be able to predict how a woman’s 

going to respond to your every message… and cash in on that with even MORE digits and 

dates 

 And so much more! 

And if you want to get access to more online dating tips that will DOUBLE the number of 

responses you’ll receive from women, that write an attractive profile FOR YOU, and which 

give you more phone numbers than you first thought to be possible… sign up for my online 

dating newsletter below… 

WAIT – it gets better… because if you sign up? 

You´ll get a 7-Day Course that introduces you to the online dating game and how it will give 

you more dates… AND 2 FREE online dating ebooks, but you´ll get them only if you sign up 

for the newsletter today… 

 

Click the link below NOW to sign up for my online dating tips newsletter: 

 

Yes Dennis, sign me up for those tips! 

http://www.win-with-women.com/onewsletter.html
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How To Meet Women Online With Messages That WORK Time After Time 
And Do The Job Of Sparking Chemistry Extremely Well.. 

 
You know, one the most frequently asked questions I get is: how do you create AND increase 
attraction with women enough so you can date them? And then the guy who’s asking is 
looking at me with the same puppy dog, hopeful eyes I had when I asked my friends who 
were naturally good with women. 
 
But instead of answering it, I counter with a question of my own: “let me ask you 
something…are YOU boring?” Then he looks at me with his most sincere “”what the f*ck!?” 
look, UNTIL I explain what it is that I meant by it… 
 
 Quitting Her Quiet Desperation 
 
Imagine you’re a smoking hot 25 year old girl with brown hair, dark eyes, a tiny waste and a 
BIG behind on you...and your life is all about do, do, do. Sounds great doesn’t it? But it ISN’T. 
You work fulltime and as soon as you come home you need to do the laundry, wash the 
dishes, pay the bills, shop for groceries, clean your home: OBLIGATIONS make up a big part 
of your life…and there’s no getting around them, because if you don’t do them? Nobody will. 
They annoy the crap out of you, they’re lame, predictable, boring…and yet there’s no 
escape. 
 
Next to this, every single day for the REST of your life, you’re going to need to: take a 
shower, brush your teeth, cook or get a meal and eat it, do your hair, etc. These DAILY 
ROUTINES may only take 5 minutes a piece, but there’s always there…stalkers that they are! 
Hell, most of us don’t even THINK anymore while doing things like brushing our teeth: we’ve 
become almost like a robot that doesn’t live but is LIVED BY his job or his education… 
 
Let’s face it: our day-to-day-lives filled with all the overly repetitive obligations, the not-at-
all-challenging jobs, useless classes in school and daily routines are BORING us out of our 
minds. We hardly get to meet someone interesting, go some place interesting or DO 
something interesting that excites us…makes us forget alll about the neverending boredom 
and day-to-day BS. 
 
But we all, including WOMEN, secretly CRAVE for an escape out of the “robotic worker bee” 
society in which boredom knows no bounds…we HOPE in quiet desperation that it will come 
someday. Someone or some..THING…that will make us forget alll about our stupid, boring 
lives and be part of an adventure, that makes us feel ALIVE and kickin’! 
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And this is EXACTLY what you’re going for: being the “go-to guy” that IS interesting, that 
takes her to interesting places and makes her DO interesting things…the guy that lets her 
join in on the adventure that’s called his life, have fun, be excited and makes her forget allll 
about her boring ordinary live…the guy that makes her feel TRULY alive. 
 
Do you understand what this means? It means she WILL be attracted to you when you can 
BE that go-to guy that quits her quiet desperation...because her prayers just got answered. 
How? 
 
With tension (sexual tension, excitement, anticipation, drama in stories), playful teasing, 
outrageousness (doing, saying or being over-the-top things, either alone and letting her 
know OR together WITH her) and humor.    
  
But…How Do You Become That “Go-To Guy” She Feels Attracted To…ONLINE? 
 
The reasons for why the average joe would murder his results when he wants to meet 
women online with little to NO success are astonishingly simple ones, because online… 
  

- You can NOT use a certain tone of voice to give your words meaning 
- There are NO facial expressions that could accompany whatever you say,  
- There are NO gestures you can make with your hands or something else,  
- There’s NO eye contact or any other body language signal that can tell you she’s 

interested 
- You CAN’T touch her 
- There’s NO putting on your best smelling aftershave or cologne, no “dressing up” 

before going out etc. 
 
You’re NOT physically present there, so the ONLY thing you can use to build attraction 
online, get to talking and get her contact information (phone number, email or whatever) 
is by using WORDS. 
 
But wait – words you say? How am I supposed to do THAT? It’s not by simply babbling some 
words to her and hoping for the best, learning how to meet women online is a little more 
difficult then that. It’s not by trying to be “smooth” with all kinds of cheezy Casanova lines 
such as “heaven must be missing an angel because you”…no it’s by giving your words 
meaning…meaning that sparks chemistry and creates sexual tension. 
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It’s saying a LOT using just a few words (or by not saying ANYTHING), so you could say 
messaging women online is a lot like poetry (or to the guys who are hip to the music trends: 
rap lyrics). Just pick up any book filled with poetry: while one “story” may be a HUNDRED 
times smaller than a book, each and every single word has a meaning of it’s own, each 
sentence has a certain meaning…you get the idea. You should be an “online poet”…no that’s 
not “queer-like”, because it’s a guy who’s able to give more and more meaning using fewer 
and fewer words WHILE he’s messaging women. Practice makes perfect, which is why I 
recommend you to try and try…and then try some more to reach the absolute maximum of 
your creative abilities.  
 
Here’s the story: women usually receive dozens and dozens of messages a day and the hot 
ones even HUNDREDS, right? So if they ever want to FIND a good man that can fulfill their 
needs and wants, is cute and fun…they need to be SELECTIVE. They need to be picky to be 
able to find such a guy, because she doesn’t nearly have enough time to date every single 
guy who sends her a message: it would force her to do 3 dates an hour every day, or 
WORSE! This is why she needs to be selective as to who she responds to AND who she dates, 
and if she has to CHALLENGE a man to find out if he’s really a guy she would fall for? So be it. 
If she has to bust people’s balls for it, tease them and so on? So be it, because women run 
WAY more risk when they date men than the other way around. Why? Because they risk 
becoming pregnant, being immobile for 9 months and needing the resources (food, money, 
shelter) to support her baby…which is why they HAVE to do all this. 
 
The fun part is: you can give just a FEW words a HUGE meaning using a very simple 
strategy…which is turning the tables on women! It’s STEALING their game. It’s YOU being 
selective, being picky as to who you talk to, who you date, what you do and do not accept. 
It’s YOU challenging them by playing hard-to-get, busting their balls for mistakes and flaws, 
asking something in return for whatever they ask you or want from you etc.  This way, YOU 
assume the role of the desirable and overly persued one of you two, the one who’s busy and 
enjoying himself regardless, while SHE is the boring, lame, predictable, needy one. It will also 
signal her that she has competition…which means she will need to make an effort of getting 
you if she ever wants to act on that attraction. And there you go…instead of you chasing her 
she is NOW more likely to chase YOU! Write that one down, it’s a golden nugget of how to 
meet women online. 
 
“The Return” Technique 
The “return” is the first way of stealing a woman’s game and using it against her…and it’s the 
best out there when it comes to sending first messages because it doesn’t need her to say 
ANYTHING first! 
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So…how to send a first message?  
 
This is where the Attraction Drill comes into play. NOTICE things about her on her profile: 
what does she do? what kind of person is she? what does she like? what kind of friends does 
she have? who is her idol? what kind of media is being played on her profile? And than start 
with: "I was looking at your profile and saw that you..." or "noticed that you...", or "it 
surprised me that..." etc. Make sure you let her know you took the time to check out her 
profile…since 99% of all the dozens of messages she receives everyday are all too general 
and not about HER, but about how she looks at best: “you’re hot!” or “you’re cute! Add me 
on…” or “Maybe I’m not your type but I think you’re really beautiful” and other cheezy, 
needy, lame, predictable and BORING stuff. By letting her know you actually looked, you 
immediately stand out from the competition. 
 
Once you’ve looked at what she does, says and who she is? RETURN it to her with a twist 
that IMMEDIATELY grabs her attention because it teases her TO DEATH, it’s over the top, it’s 
outrageous, challenging…and funny. It goes like this: “I looked at your profile and noticed 
how you…”  
 
- Have BLUE eyes…but DARK hair, which is an ABSOLUTE freak of nature, it never happens! :P 
So that makes me wonder…tell me…you’re a DUMB BLONDE by nature aren’t you? (A)  
 
- Like spaghetti, but are NOT from Italy. Tell me…you’re NOT of those suit wearing, slick 
talking, gelled-out hairdo Godfather WANNABEES are you? :P  
 
- Like horses, and I’m kinda curious because I don’t usually hang around with horseriders, 
but…is it TRUE that horseriders get a firmer…ASS from ALL that riding in the sadle? :P  
 
So key is here: be outrageous with their interests by taking it TOTALLY out of context, being 
picky, playfully teasing and busting her balls about it. The more outrageous the 
better…WHY? Because people have short attention spans and that will REALLY grab her 
attention because she won’t expect it, she expects random ‘add me pleaaase’ and other 
boring messages remember? 
 
Note: a) the more vivid, describing you are with your “return”, the better...because it simply 
hits HARDER and makes her VISUALIZE the character you're accusing her of being! Notice the 
summary? I want to say she's a wannabe maffioso, and I say "those suit wearing, slick 
talking, gelled-out hairdo Godfather WANNABEES"...I made an entire LIST of accusations that 
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made it outrageous in itself. So use them. b) You don't want to bore her...and any 
"punchline" needing an entire PAGE to explain is one that does NOT work...so your aim 
should be to compell her to reply within 2 to 4 sentences and only ONCE. Save yourself the 
time! c) being serious or saying it seriously is NOT attractive, it shows her you're either 
boring or an asshole…so make sure you check out the final part of the training. 
 
A funny thing I always see happening online, is that most men immediately try to make a 
target out of the women they message online once they know how to build attraction. But 
let me ask you this: would YOU enjoy being a sitting duck just waiting to get shot? Off course 
not! This is why I came up with invitations…so busting her balls FIRST in the the first 
message, and THEN inviting her to get involved in the conversation. This way she can’t 
simply reply with “oh no you didn’t!” or “hahaha!” but she actually has to SAY 
something…and anything she says can and WILL be used against her! 
 
 Also make sure this is only 2 to 4 sentences long, don't bore her to death! Here are some 
strategies: 
- Ask her about her past weekend OR upcoming weekend: "are you going to do anything FUN 
this weekend, or are you more a bit of a couch potato ;)" (this ALSO is qualifying her btw! 
Thursday and later should be about her upcoming weekend, Monday - Thursday about the 
past) 
 
Key insight here is that you ask her about HER life, so show interest, but in a fun way. This 
keeps her attention in your pocket AND gives you another reply opportunity. Frankly..your 
message is now FULL of these opportunities: the subject, the intro and the invitation…and 
you can really start connecting with her in your messages that follow up her replies. 
 
Here’s a juicy secret of how to meet women online: why not do a DOUBLE return and end 
your message with a little “aftershock” that lets her know who’s boss and generates even 
MORE attraction? Examples: 
 - Remember the spaghetti junkie you accused of being a wannabe godfather? End with: 
"little x from federal maffia investigator …" and fill in your own name on the …(p.s: the x is a 
common way of giving a kiss in a message) 
- Remember the girl you accused of being a blonde who's undercover with her hair color? 
End with: "1 little kiss for miss hair coloring expert :P" 
You get the idea...REMIND her of the comment again. Comedians remind there public of 
previous comments constantly by falling back on it in seemingly unrelated situations: the 
return joke. Just watch Richard Pryor, or Katt Williams, or any other successfull guy out 
there.   
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The “Thief’s” Manual: Advanced Version Of Stealing THEIR Game Once You’re Already 
Talking 
There are a MILLION and one ways of stealing women’s game that you could enjoy and, 
while it would take me an entire BOOK to describe them all…I DO want to share with you a 
number of ways you can use for your first message OR later on in conversations… 
 

1. Language mistakes...most people online tend to write in the slang-filled, casual 
“spoken word” type of way and not the written, more formal and grammatically 
correct way. This is why you want to pay VERY close attention to her spelling (tonight 
= 2night, misspelled words, abbreviations such as r u instead of are you, slang, etc.) 
typing speed, grammar, the structure of her sentences (people tend to mix up words 
more then Yoda of Star Wards does), the punctuation (if she got the dots, commas, 
exclamation, question marks and so on wrong)…so you can be PICKY about it and 
bust her balls over it! Repeat the mistake by making a new phrase out of it such as 
“So you like to “haang” out “wit” your friends huh?” or just send it straight back with 
the words “Nice spelling!”. It works even better if you make an effort of writing 
“written language” that’s very clean, grammatically correct, etc. 

2. General mistakes…if she tells you she forgot something, failed to do something (or 
better: failed a test or woke up too late for work), had a bad choice of words, had a 
fight she feels guilty about because it was her fault? BLAME her for it in a playful way. 
Whether she was too lazy, too angry, to dumb to remember, too of just about 
ANYTHING…blame, tease her with how you can’t accept that kind of behavior from a 
woman, etc. 

3. Accusing her…accuse her of anything and everything in an over-the-top “I suspect 
something” kind of way: if she sends a picture accuse her of sending a fake one that 
took her HOURS to edit with Photoshop so she could brush away all the stretch 
marks, if she sends you something sweet (a kiss, a sweet message or whatever) 
NEVER compliment her for it and accuse her of needing attention, if she tells you 
she’s 25…accuse her of really being 14. So basically turn everything she says, does or 
is into the negative, EXAGGERATE it as much as you can and use it to bust her balls. 
So find a wrong in every right…  

4. Disqualify her…for the most bizarre, outrageous (and to us: hilarious) reasons: her 
feet are too big, her hair isn’t dark enough, she’s just two inches too short, she wears 
too much green from last year’s fashion, she “only” has 398 friends on her profile 
and thus has nooo life, etc. ANYTHING you can find will do, so find it fast and use it. 
Tell her she’s too big (or whatever), how it’s not going to work and even that she 
should leave you alone because she’s scaring you or stalking you. Her jaw will drop to 
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the floor! But the more attractive, emotionally healthy and confident she is? The 
more she’ll get it and the more fun it is. 

5. Misinterpret everything…for sexual insinuations: if she brings up any object that’s 
round and long, stick-shaped, involves balls, riding, beds, sheets or bedroom, lips, 
tongue, her behind, hills, mountains etc.? Accuse her of being a pervert, of being a 
superfreak who has an uncontrollable desire for sex (and if she denies: of being at 
the first step of the program, which is denial), of being an undercover “wild thang,” 
of trying to convince you to sleep with her by talking all that semi-sexual crap, etc. 
REALLY funny. 

 
Climbing The Messaging Mountain 
 
When you first start messaging women, it’s VERY important that you’re NOT like all the weak 
competition out there: lame, predictable, boring, needy…by stealing their game, being 
unpredictable, being exciting and saying over-the-top things. Since words are the only thing 
you can talk to her with, you need to BLOW everything up to create maximum meaning and 
build attraction. 
 
You must remember though that when you start following up her messages with a 2nd, a 
3rd or whatever message, that she is NOT looking for a CLOWN, or a narcissistic *sshole. 
Women in the end STILL decide whether or not they feel comfortable enough, trust you 
enough and feel safe enough to give you their contact info, kiss, or bed…so connecting with 
her is a BIG part of it too, next to attracting her.  
 
So here’s the deal: 

- First GRAB her attention with the most over-the-top, ball busting, challenging and/or 
playful picky stuff you can think of by using EVERYTHING she says, does or is against 
her… 

- When you’ve got her attention, she’s replying and you notice she’s into it (she’s 
laughing a lot, teasing back or talking more then she should say), connect with her 
(see the “How to follow up messages” training or the “Connecting with her core 
being” Bonus Report). Tip: you can both attract AND connect in the same 
message…start by teasing her and end with connecting = two for the price of one! 

- After connecting, either make a comfort close, a cliffhanger close or a teacher-
student close out of it…as these are the easiest and FASTEST ways of getting her 
contact info 
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Meeting and dating women online doesn’t stop after the messages though. Afterwards, you 
need to get her number, make the call and create as much attraction as possible so the girl 
would want to go on a date with you..and then you still have to go on the date, NOT screw 
things up with awkward silences, by creeping her out and so on..and kiss her. Sounds a little 
overwhelming, right? 
 
But my online dating course, the Online Mentorship Program, will teach you the complete 
package in a step-by-step way: from how to send messages that will “force” her to reply to 
transforming them into gigantic amounts of successfull dates..so you CAN’T possibly f*ck 
everything up for yourself anymore (even if you’re mister clumsy himself), and DON’T have 
to worry about what to do next. 
 
The secret strategies I’m about to share with you inside this Program have been proven to 
work over and over again by myself and many, many happy customers that went from single 
to several dates a week, from all alone to MULTIPLE relationships at once, from desperate 
and lonely to married even..and you can get your own amazing results by learning how to 
meet women online..almost overnight. 
 

Want Proof? Well…Are You Ready To See How I Meet Women Online Then? 
Because Here We Go: 
 
Her Profile 
Name: Rachel 
 
Age: 26 
 
Photos:  
- Cute blonde who has somewhat of a skater look going on 
 
Other:  
- She only has photos of herself on her profile and that’s IT: her profile is empty except for 
those photos 
 
My FIRST message 
Subject: 
====== Heyyy...miss SUPER blonde :P ======= 
 
Message: 

http://www.win-with-women.com/
http://www.win-with-women.com/
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How you doing? 
 
Boy...you can sure tell that you're a BLONDE allright... 
You're a member since October 2005 and you STILL haven't filled in your profile yet? 
Damn girl...even Pamela Anderson doesn't have SHIT on YOUR blondness :P 
 
little kiss for misses extremely blonde :) 
 
Her 1st Reply 
I haven't had the time to fill in my profile yet, can you believe that? :P 
Been so busy with my new job and all, working late shifts gets a girl tired you know... 
And okay, I admit...I don't do my thing with computers that well.. 
 
My 2nd Message 
Yeah right! All I hear is blablabla I'm lazy and I'm blonde, so stop the excuses missy! :P 
 
What kind of job do you currently have then? 
Because if I put 2 and 2 together? I suspect you of being part of the underground skating 
scene where you battle on ramps and rails for cold hard cash and of dealing in illegal board 
accessories :P 
 
Her 2nd Reply 
Hahaha. I do NOT mister!  
 
I just love boarding along the boulevard during summer days, it gives me a sense of freedom 
you know, to skate around  at high speeds in the streets and I’ve been doing it for like 6 
years now 
 
My 3rd Message 
Really? I love open minded women who like their taste of freedom! 
 
But I can imagine when you’re out skating again with the wind blowing through your long 
hair, the burning sun on your skin while you’re skating at high speeds…that sometimes, 
maybe, a guy on a bike or a car crosses the road at the exact same moment you do…and 
sure those kneepads and helmets and all that are nice…but I’m curious.. 
 
Did you ever get into a minor accident because of your board, and hair color? (A) How many 
cuts and bruises, tell me...I want to know how blonde you REALLY are :P 
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Her 3rd Reply 
Those bruises are not my hair’s fault honey :P it was the drivers fault! Yeah I’ve bumped into 
a few cars and bicycles allright, with some scars as a result. I was once launched into the air 
and dropped onto the hood of a car because I couldn’t brake with my board at the moment 
of truth, I literally flew through the air haha! It scared the crap out of me, but it was nothing 
serious though.  And you probably would get a kick out of me telling you that I DID get 
seriously injured, wouldn’t you? :P 
 
My 4th Message  
Are you sure you weren’t launched into the AIR…because your totally blonde airhead makes 
it so easy for your body to fly? :P hihihi 
 
You know what? I have to go now…but I had a lot of fun talking to you, 

So let’s continue the fun later on skater girl, what’s your phone number? 

Because I want to hear more about your crazy skating adventures, and who knows, 
maybe I’ll join you some time on the boulevard if you promise NOT to be a creepy stalker :P 
 
Her 4th Message 
Hahaah yeah I’m sure! My number: xxxxxxx (note: I removed it to protect her her privacy) 
 
And no I won’t stalk you hahaha, you’re so crazy! 
 
The End 

Do you want to have the same kind of conversations with hot, intellectual, and interesting 

women online and discover 6 streetwise ways of cutting the time it takes you to write 

messages in HALF in the process…so you can do your thing online after work or school and 

STILL have time to grab yourself a beer and relax on the couch? 

Then check out my Online Mentorship program that teaches you how to meet women online 

from start-to-finish, from message to date. 
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9 Secret Strategies That Can DOUBLE Your Dating Online 
 
You already know what to put IN your message and message subject to compell her, but why 
not make things much EASIER for yourself with some old fashioned strategy? Seriously, you 
would much rather prefer enjoying the RESULTS than doing the actual thing, wouldn't you?  
So why not help yourself get the results FASTER, and EASIER by... 
 
Aiming for specifics 
Here are some guidelines to save yourself a LOT of time when it comes to thinking of things 
to message her... 
- Don't go and scroll her ENTIRE page, but instead...only look at the part that's being 
immediately displayed upon entering her page. This prevents wandering around too 
long...and when you do: is this profile new, regular or empty? Always think of some great 
twists for new and empty ones beforehand...since you'll encounter them a LOT. 
- Take a look at her photos...what stands out as unique or weird? Her hair color doesn't 
match with the color of her eyes? Piercings? Nationality? Clothing style? Background 
setting? And then..which of these can you give a compelling twist to? 
- Take a look at her interests...what stands out as unique or weird? Her looks don't match 
her interests? Interesting lifestyle? Hobbies? Contradictions between interests? And 
then...which of these can you give a compelling twist to? 
 
Being kind to the clock 
- Don't spend HOURS on thinking of something witty to say when you want to know how to 
meet women online and thus start to come up with a reply to some random, boring 
hobby...find the thing you can give a compelling twist the fastest to and stick with it! 
- If you've already said it before, there's no reason for RE-INVENTING the wheel...thus, store 
messages for new and empty profiles, blondes, common nationalities etc. (everything 
common). Upon encountering them again, just copy paste so you'll save time! 
- Learn to type...one hour slow typing or one hour quick typing, which one messages more 
women? Go online and download a free typing program. If you spend 10 minutes a day a 
couple of weeks and as soon as you get online you chat with a woman...that will teach you. 
It will also be a big advantage to you in other areas of your life. 
 
These will all help YOU save time! 
 
Remembering that there's a learning curve 
Remember that there's a learning curve when you’re about to meet women online...when 
just beginning with messaging women, don't get mad because you can't think of something 
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great to say with this particular girl. Rome wasn't built in a day, so remember that a) it's a 
skill you still need to learn and you'll get better over time and b) maybe this girl simply does 
NOT have an angle you can approach her with, if so: neeeext! 
 
The average "writing time" I would say is... 
- 1-3 weeks: it'll probably cost you between 10 minutes and an HOUR to think of a good 
message to send a woman, depending on how difficult her profile is for you 
- 3-6 weeks: it'll take around 5 - 15 minutes per message with 90% of profiles 
- 6-9 weeks: most people have a 5 minute average going for themselves by now 
- 9 weeks: 1-5 minutes per message, 99% of the profiles..and if you have a system in place, it 
might take you only 10 to 20 SECONDS... 
 
If you're outside of these parameters, don't worry: these are just averages and some people 
just learn slower or learn faster. Some people are just more creative and/or more persistent 
than others =) 
 
Realizing what "return on investment" is 
When you first start sending messages to women and you don't really know what to say, 
HOW to say things and let alone following up on them...your response rate will be far from 
legendary. By response rate I mean the number of messages you send out versus the 
number of replies you get. When I think of my own online experiences, I can remember 
how... 
- I only got one reply out of every 20 messages I sent when I started = 5% response 
- After 3-6 weeks, one of 5 got a reply = 20% response 
- Fastforward...after 8 weeks? I had a 1 of 2 CLOSE (replying that eventually leads me to 
getting her phone number or IM) = 50% response AND closure rate 
 
As you can see, if you're PERSISTENT in finding out how to meet women online and do your 
thing daily for a long enough amount of time? You'll have all the success you need, no...all 
the success you DREAMED OF! 
 
Timing your delivery better than Fed Ex! 
Most people just randomly do their job thinking timing doesn't make a difference...but how 
do you think top athletes earn their medals dumb ass? It's because they're at the right place 
AT THE RIGHT TIME! Here are some general pointers on how YOU can make time your ALLY: 
- The weekend...think about it: people are busy during the workweek, go shopping on 
Saturdays and are BORED or have a hangover on Sundays...guess why Sunday is a GREAT day 
to send messages? Because the majority of profile owning people have nothing better to do 
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than being online ;) 
- The week...think about it: around 90% of ALL of us either goes to school or has a job with 9-
5 ish hours, right? This means that if you message them at 1 p.m., that they most likely 
WON'T be online...and the message of every other guy that sends a message afterwards 
ends up ABOVE yours. In other words: when does the majority have time to be online? After 
working and school hours ;) 
- Special occassions...think about it: when are people home with not much to do? Holidays, 
vacation periods, singles on Valentine's Day, etc. which means THOSE days are ALSO great to 
message them to end up as high in their inbox as possible ;) 
- For students...think about it: classes DON'T start at 9 a.m. EVERYDAY do they? And come to 
think of it...what do students like to do before going to school? Check up on things...in other 
words: most students quickly check their email before going to school, which is on average 
between 7 a.m. and 10 a.m. As such, these are additional GREAT times to messages women 
going to college/school. 
 
The Secret Of Daily Duty That Helps You Meet Women Online 
There are a number of reasons for why you should keep updating your profile EVERYDAY, 
and these are: 
 
1) You'll get good at it...you'll exactly know what the possibilities are that a certain site offers 
you, you'll be able to quickly make changes whenever that's necessary and you'll also learn 
FOR YOURSELF what the difference is between a boring profile and a compelling one! Same 
goes for sending messages by the way: the more you do it, the easier it becomes and the 
faster AND better you can do it! I recommend you spend AT LEAST one hour per day on 
messaging women in the coming 2 to 3 months...(see the previously mentioned Learning 
curve and you'll know why). 
 
2) If you type in all the women between 20 and 40 within that many miles of your zipcode 
and press enter...how does it choose which one is first? There's a system which chooses that 
and it's based on something. If you change your profile, it brings it to the top of the list...with 
the main principle being newer is better. If you don't update for years or log in for years, 
you're not number 1...whereas if you're brand new you'll be put at the top. Which means 
that if you update your profile daily, you'll get more responses from women. This doesn't 
mean you need to be a profile chameleon, on the contrary...if you change a few sentences, 
add some words, delete some and those kinds of things? The site's system will THINK you've 
made all kinds of updates and voila: you're on spot number one again and tha's where you 
NEED to be because second place is for losers, right? 
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3) You have a better chance if you are the first one that contacts a woman, you can do pretty 
well if you're in the first 10 or 20 actually. So SAVE your search and after a while you'll KNOW 
who's always there and who's new...and if you see someone that's new and message them, 
the probability for a reply is WAY higher because a) she hasn't really met anyone on that site 
yet, b) her inbox hasn't been filled with the BORING spam that competition sends and c) if 
you have a few GREAT messages for new profiles stocked beforehand, you don't even have 
to LOOK at hers! 
  
4) Most sites give the opportunity of showing you who looked at your profile, an entire list of 
women (who are quite possibly creepy, perverted stalkers...just kidding, lol!). If you send a 
message to a woman who has looked at your profile later that day, off course you'll have a 
better chance of a response because she's already into you...she wants to meet men online 
and you want to meet women online, so go for it already! 
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Here’s More Proof Of How I Successfully Meet Women Online 

 
Her Profile 
Name: Tina 
 
Age: 24 
 
Photos:  
- Blonde hair, dark brown eyes 
- Dressed sporty or girlie 
 
Interests: 
- She likes…Sex & The City, The L Word (television shows), romance novels (books), Pussycat 
Dolls, Beyonce (music artists), Burger King (fastfood), playing Need For Speed and two other 
racing games on Xbox (games) 
- She dislikes…men who are arrogant, men who don’t take care of themselves (personal 
hygiene), men who are shorter than her (she is of average female height), men who don’t 
treat her like a princess, men who never take her out (= men who are cheapskates), men 
who are distant and not open about emotions and their life, men who don’t have ambitions 
and goals in their life, men who are bad in bed, men who can’t dance, men of the same age 
(“because they’re immature to me”)  
 
Other:  
- She says she has moved a lot across the country (USA) in the past 
- She is either in Chicago, San Diego or Salt Lake City. Some people in her family live in 
Chicago, but the other cities are for reasons unknown. 
- Comes across as a girlie girl: lots of giggles and gossip in her description, comments and 
friends 
 
My FIRST Message 
Subject: 
###### Hello there...Xbox DIEHARD :P ###### 
 
Message: 
How you doin? 
 
You're making me quiet over here...a girl, a GIRL... 
Who LOVES playing games on the Xbox, eating fastfood AND racing? 
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Either you made that up to get as much attention as you can get.. 
OR you're a man posing as a female...because THAT right there is just TOO good to be true :P 
 
So, wassup Brian? Since when are you out of the closet buddy :P 
 
Her 1st Reply 
hihi can't a girl play games anymore these days? I love driving fast cars, still have to get one 
in real life though...and I’m not a boy! OMG! I can’t believe you just said that ! 
 
My 2nd Message 
Sure a girl can play games...but it all depends on WHICH games she's playing, so how many 
men do you wrap around YOUR little finger miss player? (A) 
 
But tell me...if you love racing SO much: have you ever been to a real life race? 
The crowd going CRAZY as soon as something bad happens, your adrenaline gets pumping at 
the sheer idea of driving one of those fast cars YOURSELF, the smell of burned tires and fuel 
in the air on a hot, sunny day...I'm telling you, you would make for one HECK of a Daytona 
groupie :P 
 
Her 2nd Reply 
Haha, are you calling me a female player there? :P I only play on the Xbox boy...hihi, and look 
who’s talking…mister smooth talker! 
 
Actually, I’ve been to a Daytona race and it absolutely RULES! There are so many people over 
there, all those high powered cars that look really slick and the men who drive those beasts, 
wow, I can’t imagine how tough that would be, especially if you actually want to WIN that 
sucker, haha! 
 
It’s funny how you’re the first guy who ever asked me about it, most men just give me some 
vague compliment about how I look.. 
 
X Tina 
 
My 3rd Message 
Well you’ll soon find out than I’m not like most men…I’m a bit more crazy, and goofy, and 
mean (and that’s an understatement ) :P 
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I see you talking about high speeds and racing like some adrenaline junkie, which you 
obviously are :P, and so I’m thinking to myself: do I even DARE ask how you EVER managed 
to get your driver’s license? :P And do I EVEN want to know how much car wrecks and 
accidents that cost (A) 
 
Her 3rd Reply 
Hahaha I got my license 3 years ago honey, but I don’t have the money to buy a car yet. To 
be more precise:  I want to buy a car that will last me a couple of years without breaking any 
bones, and not some raggedy “Pimp My Ride” like car :P 
 
And nooo I haven’t caused any accidents silly :P I just love racing okay, I wouldn’t hurt 
people with my addiction though because yeah..I’m an adrenaline junkie (A) 
 
My 4th Message 
So you’re telling me that you loooove racing, fast cars and are addicted to high speeds…and 
that you HAVEN’T raced a car, EVER? Yeah right :P Tell THAT to somebody who’s naive 
enough to believe that wil ya? :P 
 
But you know what? I have to go now, but why don't you give me your number? 
Because maybe I can be your SAFE driving instructor and give you some lessons...in 
exchange forrr..let’s see..teaching me how to race on the Xbox I’ve never played on :P 
 
But I’ll only race ya if you promise not to be a creepy stalker who chases me around in her 
car that she supposedly doesn’t have :P 
 
Her 4th Reply 
Wahahaha no I won’t chase you in my car, I really don’t have one. I swear! :P 
 
You seem to be a very fun guy to hang around with, so call me some time xxxxxxxx (I 
removed her number to protect her privacy) 
 
And I’ll prove that I’m not some female street racer (yet) :P 
 

The End 

 

Do you want to have the same kind of conversations with hot, intellectual, and interesting 

women online and discover 6 streetwise ways of cutting the time it takes you to write 
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messages in HALF in the process…so you can do your thing online after work or school and 

STILL have time to grab yourself a beer and relax on the couch? 

Then check out my Online Mentorship program that teaches you how to meet women online 

from start-to-finish, from message to date. 

Conclusion 
 
I trust you’ve found this brief e-book to be informative and a solid foundation for finding 
great success with women online, whether it’s on a dating site or on a social network. I’ve 
thoroughly enjoyed researching the content herein and presenting it to you. Hell, I’ve had 
LOTS of fun seeing it work for myself over the years too! 
 
My firm belief is that if you take the steps outlined in this book seriously, you could very well 
become the absolute most effective guy in your entire metro area at meeting women online 
on whatever site you want. That’s what TRULY being able to meet women online is all 
about—being able to attract and meet your first choices among women, and being in 
full control of your dating life. 
 
One thing is for sure, you have been given a true “head start”over virtually all other guys 
around you at succeeding with women on the internet. 
 
If you have any questions, suggestions or other comments, please feel free to e-mail me 
anytime at support@win-with-women.com. You can expect a thoughtful response to come 
from me personally. 
 
And I especially look forward to hearing your success stories as you discover the power of 
online dating for yourself..and you can, almost overnight..with my online dating course that 
will help you BREAK the dryspell and get as much dates as YOU can handle. 
 
Real online dating success means actually meeting women. Getting answers to e-mails alone 
doesn’t cut it. If “cutting and pasting” you way through the online dating world isn’t your 
style, and you’re ready to meet the highest-quality women online, then the Online 
Mentorship Program is for you. 
 
Learn how to identify, attract and actually meet the women who intrigue you the most out 
of all the search results in your metro area… (Please Continue On The Next Page…) 

http://www.win-with-women.com/
http://www.win-with-women.com/
mailto:support@win-with-women.com
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“Here’s A Simple Shortcut To Quick Online Dating Success On ANY Dating 
Site… OR ANY Social Networking Site …” 

You’re about to find out how me and my Online Dating Tips newsletter can GIVE YOU: 

 An online dating profile that makes women send YOU messages first week after week… 

after week 

 Photos that will almost immediately make women fall in love with you, whether you’re 

poor, short, below average looking and even if you don’t have ANY friends 

 The brutal truth of where to get a profile, of whether daing sites or social networking sites 

are better for meeting women online, and other insights that you simply WON’T discover 

ANYWHERE else 

 Techniques for creating attraction online that easily get phone numbers and dates FOR 

YOU 

 Conversational mastery online, because you’ll easily be able to predict how a woman’s 

going to respond to your every message… and cash in on that with even MORE digits and 

dates 

 And so much more! 

And if you want to get access to more online dating tips that will DOUBLE the number of 

responses you’ll receive from women, that write an attractive profile FOR YOU, and which 

give you more phone numbers than you first thought to be possible… sign up for my online 

dating newsletter below… 

WAIT – it gets better… because if you sign up? 

You´ll get a 7-Day Course that introduces you to the online dating game and how it will give 

you more dates… AND 2 FREE online dating ebooks, but you´ll get them only if you sign up 

for the newsletter today… 

 

Click the link below NOW to sign up for my online dating tips newsletter: 

 

Yes Dennis, sign me up for those tips! 

http://www.win-with-women.com/onewsletter.html
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Rights To Share This Work Exactly As Originally Published Are Freely Granted! 
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I’m out: there’s this crazy movie called The Cube on TV and me being the movie junkie that I 
am? I have to watch it! I’m addicted… but don’t care. 
 
To More Dating Success, 
 
Dennis Miedema 
Win With Women 
 
P.S. I have something for you that you might learn a hell of a lot from: the story of how I 
learned how to meet and date more women… so many women. It’s the true story of  
how Win With Women got started. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.win-with-women.com/how-we-got-started

